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1 Introduction
1H NMR (Proton Nuclear Magnetic Resonance) spectroscopy is one of a number of complimen-
tary techniques used to investigate metabolite pools within complex matrices. Regions where
chemical groups are located within an NMR spectrum, can be is used to identify metabolic
compounds.

NMR Manager is a searchable database application for storing, retrieving and viewing metabo-
lite NMR spectra and associated peak information, e.g. peak height and peak position (ppm).
The software is designed to aid comparison and interpretation of one-dimensional NMR spectra
to identify metabolites in complex mixtures using novel automated peak detection algorithms
and statistical methods.

2 Objectives

Visually interpreting peaks within NMR spectra is time consuming when more than a few
resonances are present. The aim was to develop an application to store NMR spectra; with
the capability to graphically display both database and experimental spectra; and a database
search engine to match peaks identified in experimental NMR through an automated peak detec-
tion/assignment algorithm. The ultimate aim is the identification of the individual metabolites
within experimental spectra.

3 Database

A database was designed to hold parameter and peak information, and raw NMR 1H spectrum
files, which consist of over 16 thousand data points stored in flatfiles on a central server. All
associated files generated from a Bruker Avance 500 spectrometer can be uploaded. Compound
standards can be retrieved from the database. Each of the spectra can be viewed within a graph-
ical viewer pane, along with peak information and acquisition parameters.

4 Toolkit

The toolkit has the following features:

• Interactively set reference peak positions

• Perform visual comparisons on spectra

• Built-in functions for spectral alignments - database entries versus experimental NMR
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• Search engine allows retrieval of database NMR via inputting peak ranges

• Statistical tools to determine the normal distribution across the entire spectrum of a ‘pop-
ulation’ of NMR

• 3D graphical view for comparing peak area clusters in different populations of experi-
mental NMR

5 Graphical user interface

A viewing pane displays experimental NMR and peaks identified from the automated peak
detection algorithm are searched against compounds stored in the database. Other features
include tools to zoom in on a ROI (Region of Interest) within spectra, both on a single spectrum
and simultaneously on the same ROI in the experimental and database NMR spectrum. Slider
bars can be utilised to magnify peak intensities to identify metabolites at low concentration and
to manipulate peak detection sensitivity.

6 Population Analysis

Statistical tools are used to determine the normal distribution across the entire spectrum of a
group (’population’) of NMR. The statistical results can be saved and used to compare experi-
mental samples and to identify significant differences.

High normalised score values found within the spectrum are then used to identify novel metabo-
lites in experimental samples. The peaks are compared against the database. There are two
methods for selecting NMR to generate population statistics. The results can be saved as pop-
ulation files, which can be subsequently used to compare experimental NMR samples against
the population. Statistical results can be updated with new NMR data.

The software is currently being employed to identify metabolites in complex matrices using
automated peak detection and search tools to match the peaks in the database. Future aims
include extending the analysis tools and database to 2D NMR techniques.

NMR along with a number of complimentary techniques provides powerful tools in metabolomics.
NMR Manager is designed to aid comparison and interpretation of NMR spectra. The storage
of standard compound NMR spectra, and the development of search tools will reduce the bot-
tleneck in data interpretation for metabolomics.
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